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ABSTRACT

Blur in images, caused by camera motion with an open shut-
ter, is usually thought of as a problem. The algorithm de-
scribed in this paper shows instead that it is possible to use
the blur caused by the integration of light rays at different
locations along a moving camera trajectory to extract infor-
mation about the light rays that are present within the scene.
Retrieving the light rays present within a scene from differ-
ent viewpoints is equivalent to retrieving the plenoptic func-
tion of the scene. In this paper, we focus on a specific case in
which the blurred image of a scene, containing fronto-parallel
planes with uniform unknown textures, is analysed to recre-
ate the plenoptic function. The image is captured by a digital
single lens camera with shutter open, moving in a straight line
between two points, resulting in a swiped image. We estimate
the EPI from this blurred image, and the EPI can be used to
generate unblurred images for a given camera location.

Index Terms— Plenoptic function, Plenoptic camera,
Layer based depth, Blurred images

1. INTRODUCTION

Blur in images caused by camera motion is usually thought
of as a problem, but in fact the blurring gives information
about the structure of the scene that is absent from a single
unblurred image. Figure 1a) shows an image of a building
lobby that is blurred due to camera motion perpendicular to
the optical axis during the exposure. It can be seen that the
blurring gives information about the scene geometry since the
camera motion affects objects near to the camera more than
it affects distant objects. The goal of the work described in
this paper is to use the information encapsulated in the image
blurring to allow the reconstruction of unblurred images from
viewpoints within the range of camera motion during the ex-
posure, as illustrated in Figure 1b). In this paper, we refer to
these blurred images as swiped images.

A convenient framework for describing images of a scene
from different camera positions is the plenoptic function,
which was introduced by Adelson and Bergen in in [1]. The
plenoptic function describes a scene in terms of light rays
observed by a camera at an arbitrary location. The complete
plenoptic function has 7 dimensions, with the light intensity
being I(x, y, z, v, w, λ, τ), where (x, y, z) is the camera lo-

Fig. 1. a) shows a swiped image created by opening the cam-
era shutter as the camera moves. b) shows the images recon-
structed using the plenoptic function recovered from a).

cation, (v, w) specifies the direction of the light ray, λ is the
wavelength, and τ is time [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6].

In this paper, we consider a simplified version of the
plenoptic function, the Epipolar Plane Image (EPI) [7] in
which we restrict ourselves to monochrome images of a static
scene from a camera that is constrained to move along a
straight line. This reduces the dimensionality of the plenoptic
function from 7 to 3, resulting in image intensity I(x, v, w).
It is also assumed that the surfaces in the scene are Lamber-
tian, and so the intensity of the light rays does not vary with
viewing angle.

Obtaining the plenoptic function of a scene normally re-
quires either an array of cameras or a specialised plenoptic
camera with multiple lenses, such as, for example, the Lytro
Illum [8, 9, 10, 11]. Both of these options cause an increase
in the cost and complexity of the camera hardware, and so are
not widespread in general use consumer electronics. In this
paper we show that it is possible to extract a detailed char-
acterisation of the plenoptic function from a single swiped
image.

Previous work on the plenoptic function has characterised
spectral properties [2, 3, 5] and established the sampling den-
sities needed to reconstruct images from novel viewpoints [2].
In particular it has been shown that photorealistic images can
be reconstructed using a layer-based model of the scene in
which object depths are coarsely quantised [12, 13, 14, 15].
This layer based model can be used as justification for the



use of fronto-parallel planes in the scene. This work builds
upon work previously undertaken by Lawson et al. [16] to re-
construct the plenoptic function of a single slanted or fronto-
parallel plane from a sampled swiped image. The multiple
plane case is, however, much harder since we show it is sim-
ilar to the problem of unlabelled sensing [17]. Unlabelled
sensing refers to the case where you have a set of linear mea-
surements of a phenomenon, but you do not know the order
of observations.

The paper is organised as follows: in Section 2.1 we de-
scribe the problem formulation and the process of capturing
the swiped image, in Section 2.2 we describe the process of
recovering the information encapsulated within the EPI from
the swiped image, and in Section 3 we show the application
of the algorithm from Section 2.2 on images acquired from an
experimental setup. Finally, we conclude in Section 4.

2. EPI RECOVERY FROM A SWIPED IMAGE

2.1. Problem formulation

Consider a scene that is comprised of P fronto-parallel
planes, with a texture on each plane that is of constant value.
The scene, shown in Figure 2, is viewed from above. In the
scene a point in space has coordinates (x, z), the camera cen-
tre has coordinates (t, 0). The horizontal limits of plane p are
at xp1 and xp2, and the vertical height is at zp, with the planes
not having to be at different heights. The number of planes is
unknown in advance of the swiped image acquisition. In this
scene, the focal length defines the image plane at z = f . The
surface intensity of each plane is defined as PIp . A 2D slice
of the EPI is analysed by restricting y = w = 0.

Fig. 2. A scene containing multiple fronto-parallel planes

Now, a swiped image of the scene can be created by swip-
ing the camera from one position (x01) to another (x02), with
the shutter open, and the camera moving at a constant veloc-
ity, as shown in Figure 3a). This can be thought of as being

equivalent to having an additional plane p = 0 at z = 0. This
plane can be thought of as a masking window, as the camera
can only see through this plane, with the camera being oc-
cluded at all other locations as it is swiped from minus infin-
ity to plus infinity, with this plane being defined by the limits
x01 and x02. The swiped image can be created by integrating
the EPI in the range x01 < t < x02:

I(v) =

∫ t2

t1

E(v, t)dt (1)

where E(v, t) is the EPI of the scene, and I(v) is the
swiped image.

Fig. 3. A swiped image, a), created by integrating the plenop-
tic function shown in b).

A switchpoint on the swiped image is created every time a
plane occludes or disoccludes another plane in the EPI, with
the total number of switchpoints in the swiped image being
V . This occurs in when (xpi, zp) and (xqj , zq) are aligned at
the camera position t = tpi,qj , and the aligned points are at
v = vpi,qj . The switchpoint locations are shown in the EPI in
Figure 3b) by the horizontal white lines.

From similar triangles in Figure 2 we can write vpi,qj
f =

xpi−xqj
zp−zq

for each switchpoint. We can then rearrange this
equation into the linear form:

xpi − v̄pi,qjzp − xqj + v̄pi,qjzq = 0 (2)

where v̄ = v
f is the normalised version of v. To avoid

duplication, we can assume that p > q and so for 0 ≤ q <
p ≤ P and 1 ≤ i, j ≤ 2, we have a total of 2P 2 + 2P
equations in 3P unknowns. When q = 0, we have 4P simpler
equations:

xpi − v̄pi,0jzp − x0j = 0 (3)

which can be rewritten as:
xpi − v̄pi,0jzp = x0j . (4)

If, for example, P = 2 then we get a total of 12 equa-
tions in 6 unknowns where piqj take the sequential val-



ues (1101, 1201, 1102, 2101, 2201, 2202, 2111, 2112, 2212).
These equations can be arranged into matrix form:

1 0 −v̄11,01 0 0 0
0 1 −v̄12,01 0 0 0
1 0 −v̄11,02 0 0 0
0 1 −v̄12,02 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 −v̄21,01
0 0 0 0 1 −v̄22,01
0 0 0 1 0 −v̄21,02
0 0 0 0 1 −v̄22,02
−1 0 v̄21,11 1 0 −v̄21,11
−1 0 v̄22,11 0 1 −v̄22,11
0 −1 v̄21,12 1 0 −v̄21,12
0 −1 v̄22,12 0 1 −v̄22,12



·


x11
x12
z1
x21
x22
z2

 =



x01
x01
x02
x02
x01
x01
x02
x02
0
0
0
0


Due to the geometry of a particular scene, it is possible

that a switchpoint may not exist. Each switchpoint, v̄pi,qj
occurs in only one equation, so if the switchpoint doesn’t ex-
ist, the corresponding equation is deleted. Therefore, given
enough known switchpoints, the scene geometry can be de-
termined. The difficulty in this problem is that switchpoints
from the swiped image need to be labelled correctly, as the or-
der of switchpoints in the swiped image is undetermined. This
is similar to the problem of unlabelled sensing [17]. Once the
switchpoints have been labelled correctly, the problem is re-
duced to that of solving a set of linear equations.

The swiped image value at each switchpoint can be cal-
culated by the integral of the planes at each switchpoint, with
the equation being:

P∑
p=1

Pwp(vn)PIp = I(vn) (5)

where Pwp(vn) is the size of plane in the t axis in the
EPI at switchpoint n between t1 and t2, minus the occlusions
from closer planes, PI is the intensity of the plane surfaces
and I(vn) is the value of the swiped image at switchpoint
n. There will be an Equation (5) for each switchpoint in the
swiped image.

Given I(v) and x0i, the goal is to determine P , xpi,zp and
PIp for 1 ≤ p ≤ P and 1 ≤ i ≤ 2. From this information, it
is possible to reconstruct the EPI of the scene.

2.2. EPI recovery algorithm

Within the swiped image, the switchpoints created by the
alignment between the planes p and plane q = 0 can be
used to hypothesise planes. When a plane is seen unoccluded
at both extremes of camera range, the distance between the
switchpoints caused by the camera swipe will be equal, so
switchpoint pairs with equal distances can be used to hy-
pothesise planes. The hypothesised planes can be confirmed
by checking if the switchpoints created by the occlusion

or disocclusion of one hypothesised plane by another are
present within the swiped image. Once these planes have
been detected, remaining switchpoints can be labelled in a
combinatorial approach. We can recover the EPI for a scene,
given the condition that each plane is seen unoccluded at one
end of the camera swipe range. Once the switchpoints have
been labelled and verified, swiped image can be reconstructed
to find the values of the planes and check the algorithm result
correctness.

The algorithm can be described as follows:

1. Assume number of planes within the scene is the mini-
mum possible given the number of switchpoints: 2P 2+
2P < V .

2. Create a histogram of switchpoint differences to find
repeated differences.

3. For each repeated switchpoint difference, hypothesise
that the switchpoints are vp1,01,vp2,01,vp1,02,vp2,02.
These define the scene geometry ( xp1, xp2 and zp) of
a hypothetical plane p.

4. Create a list of hypothesised plane pair combinations,
where one plane is plane p and the other plane is plane
q.

5. For each pair combination of hypothesised planes, find
the v location of the switchpoints that should occur by
the planes occluding each other (vpi,qj for 1 ≤ i, j ≤
2), which are present within the swiped image if tpi,qj
is within the range x01 < t < x02. If these switch-
points exist then evidence for these planes exist.

6. If all switchpoint have been accounted for, recreate
swiped image I(v) and find plane surface intensities by
solving Equation (5).

7. If the number of switchpoints from hypothesised planes
with evidence for existence is less than V , hypothesise
additional planes using sets of three remaining switch-
points.Two of these switchpoints are assumed to be ei-
ther vp1,01 and vp2,01 or vp1,02 and vp2,02. If the switch-
points are vp1,01 and vp2,01 then the additional switch-
point is assumed to be vp2,q1. If the switchpoints are
vp1,02 and vp2,02 then the additional switchpoint is as-
sumed to be vp1,q2.

8. For each pair combination of hypothesised planes, find
the v location of the switchpoints that should occur by
the planes occluding each other (vpi,qj for 1 ≤ i, j ≤
2), which are present within the swiped image if tpi,qj
is within the range x01 < t < x02. If these switch-
points exist then evidence for these planes exist.

9. Recreate swiped image I(v) and find plane surface in-
tensities PIp by solving Equation (5).



10. If swiped image cannot be recreated, increase the num-
ber of hypothesised total planes in the scene.

In real images of scenes, it could not be assumed that the
switchpoint locations were at the exact values of v that would
be expected from the scene geometry. This is because of small
errors in camera alignment, and nearest pixel rounding errors
for the switchpoint locations. To enable pairs of differences
to be detected correctly, the position of the switchpoints was
modelled as having a normal distribution, with µ = v̄qi,pj and
the variance chosen based on the detected level of switchpoint
uncertainty. The switchpoint difference distribution can be
written as:

µ1−2 = µ1 − µ2

σ2
1−2 = σ2

1 − σ2
2

where µ is the mean value of a switchpoint and σ2 is the
variance of a switchpoint. To find repeated differences, the
Hellinger distance between the switchpoint distribution was
calculated:

H2 = 1 −

√
2σ1σ2
σ2
1 + σ2

2

e
− 1

4
(µ1−µ2)2

σ21+σ22

If the Hellinger distance for two distances are below a
threshold, the differences are considered to be the matched
for the purposes of this algorithm. The threshold was chosen
based on experimental data, with the chosen value being high
enough to exclude most false positives, but low enough to not
exclude correct repeated differences.

The complexity of this algorithm can be determined by
the number of switchpoints, which is a product of the number
of the planes within the scene. As the algorithm could po-
tentially match each switchpoint to each other switchpoint to
form a hypothetical plane the number of matches results in a
worst case order of complexity of:

O

(
(2P 2 + 2P )2

2

)
= O(P 8)

However, if the number of switchpoints is lower than the max-
imum, the complexity will be reduced. In our experiments the
typical observed order of complexity was that of O(P 4).

The technique outlined in this section can determine the
plenoptic function given a number of assumptions. It is as-
sumed that the swiped image acquired is unique to a scene
geometry, and that each plane is seen unoccluded at either ex-
treme of the camera range of movement. It is also assumed
that each plane in the image will occlude or be occluded by
another plane in the image, as the algorithm relies on the pre-
diction of switchpoints from occlusions of planes. A single
plane, which is not occluded at any point by another plane,
will not have any switchpoints to predict with the algorithm.
There is an ambiguity as to the location of the v̄11,01 and
v̄12,02, which cannot be resolved by predicting switchpoints
caused by occlusions of other planes in the scene.

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS

The algorithm proposed in Section 2 was verified by using
real world experimentation. A DSLR camera was mounted
on a motorised CineMoco camera slider. Two printed sheets
of paper, with a constant surface texture on each, were setup
as fronto-parallel planes. A black coloured board was used
as the scene background. A large number of still images of
the scene were taken as the camera slid between two points,
which were linearly combined to form a swiped image (shown
in Figure 4a). To reduce the impact of the black background,
pixel values below a certain threshold were set to 0. The im-
pact of noise was reduced by the application of median fil-
tering, which preserved the edges in the swiped image for
switchpoint detection. A row of pixels from the centre of the
swiped image were used for analysis, as the image was as-
sumed not to vary in the vertical direction.

Fig. 4. a) shows a swiped image created by opening the cam-
era shutter as the camera moves. b) shows the plenoptic func-
tion recovered from a). c) and d) show recreated single images
of the scene from two different camera positions.

The algorithm proposed in Section 2 was verified as re-
covering the location of the planes in Figure 4 to within an
accuracy of 0.1 percent, and the texture surface intensity to
within 1.5 percent. Using the information recovered, the EPI
of the scene could be successfully reconstructed, with the EPI
being shown in Figure 4b), and new images of the scene were
generated, as shown in Figure 4c) and Figure 4d).

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we demonstrate that it is possible to exactly
reconstruct the plenoptic function of a scene with multiple
fronto-parallel planes, given a swiped image of the scene. Ex-
tending this algorithm to a complex real-world scene is being
investigated currently.
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